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YALE LED SURFACE MOUNTED LUMINAIRE INSTRUCTIONS 
Issue 05 on 6th March 2021 

 

THANK YOU for buying this product.  To help ensure it gives complete satisfaction please install it according to these instructions 
and then pass the instructions to the appropriate person for retention and future reference. 
 
SAFETY This is a mains powered product.  It is designed to be installed by suitably qualified personnel only and in 
accordance with the applicable building and electrical regulations.  Before installation or maintenance the electrical 
supply to the product must be isolated.  
 
INSTALLATION SUPPORT If installation advice or accessories are required please contact us at the above address.  We will do 
our best to help. When reporting a suspected fault or seeking installation support the problem is likely to be resolved most quickly 
if you have full product details to-hand as well as details of when and where it was purchased. 
 
INSTALLATION 

1. Loosen the screws on both endcaps (no need to fully remove) to allow them to open up & un-clip the diffuser by gently 
pushing in one side & then pulling away from the body. 

2. Completely remove the gear tray from the body by pinching together the exposed legs of the two gear tray retaining clips 
to release & then unclipping from the snap hooks of the retaining straps. 

3. The body can now be installed via one of the following methods: 
 
(a) Surface Fixing – The body is pierced 
to provide 3-off besa fixing points along 
the centre line of the body, and 4-off 
screw fixing points via dimpled stand-offs, 
spaced at the dimensions shown. 
 
 (b) Conduit or Chain Suspension – 
The body is pierced with a 20mm 
diameter hole at each end at the 
dimensions shown. Alternatively the besa 
fixing points could also be used. It may be 
the middle besa is required to provide 
extra support on the longer versions. 
Note! No fixing clips are provided. 

 
(c) Wire Suspension - This will require 
the wire suspension kit, which is supplied as an optional extra so must be ordered separately (Order code: 
NHV/WIRE/SUSP/KIT). Separate instructions are supplied with the kit to detail the installation of the wire suspension. 
 

4. Offer the luminaire to the chosen mounting surface or suspension mechanism, passing the mains supply cable through 
the appropriate cable entry point & securely fix luminaire body in position. 

5. Offer the gear tray back to the body & reconnect the snap hooks of the retaining straps to allow the gear tray to be 
suspended. 

6. Route the mains supply cable to the terminal block & terminate ensuring correct polarity is observed. 
WARNING: THIS LUMINAIRE MUST BE EARTHED 

7. Re-install the gear tray by aligning the slots in the gear tray over the legs of the clips & then push into body. Ensure the 
step of the clip effectively locates through the slot on the gear tray to secure. 

8. If the CCT Selectable option has been chosen, then select the required CCT by sliding the switch on the gear tray to the 
allocated colour. 

9. Refit the controller ensuring it clips on to the body & then secure by sliding over the endcaps & retightening the screws. 
10. Reconnect power supply & check for correct operation. Note! Luminaires fitted with electronic drivers are exempt from 

insulation resistance tests as this may cause damage to the driver. 
 
MAINTENANCE 

1. Cleaning should be carried out at regular intervals so as not impair photometric performance or thermal safety of the 
luminaire. 

 
AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES    The following are accessories that are available from NVC: 
 
Order Code:   Description: 

NHV/SCREWS/VANDAL/PK4 Vandal resistant screws for Harvard, Princeton & Yale 
NHV/WIRE/SUSP/KIT  Wire suspension kit for Harvard, Princeton & Yale 


